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Panzer League Starts Its Inaugural Season: 
Today the First Mobile Moba with Tanks Has Been Released Worldwide 
 
Available for iOS and Android // Free Download for Mobile Phones and Tablets // Launch 
Trailer Published 
 
 
Regensburg/Germany, November 7, 2018 | After a successful soft launch in selected test 
markets and several international award nominations, Panzer League is now available 
worldwide. The new game of the German developer CipSoft can be downloaded to 
mobile phones and tablets for free.  
 
Apple App Store: https://itunes.apple.com/app/panzerleague/id1101683439?mt=8 
Google Play Store: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.cipsoft.panzerleague 
 
"Even though we've been running online multiplayer games for more than 20 years, publishing a 
new project is of course exciting", says managing director Stephan Vogler. "A multiplayer 
game like Panzer League, which offers so many strategic options, can only be brought to life by 
the creativity of real players." 
 
Panzer League offers players a total selection of 18 sci-fi tanks. Each one has significantly 
different abilities at its disposal and offers a unique gaming experience. The aim of a 
match is to destroy the defense towers and the base of the opposing team together with 
two teammates. Between the action-packed matches on the battlefield, which last 
between 5 and 10 minutes, the tanks can be leveled up and adjusted to the personal 
playing style. 
 
The trailer published at the global launch provides a summary of everything that 
characterizes this game: https://youtu.be/ENBid8s8_1Q 
 
Panzer League offers: 
– Mobile 3v3 multiplayer action in real-time 
– Strategic gameplay and quick matches 
– Solo and coop mode against real players or AI 
– 18 tanks from four classes and a whole bunch of upgrades 
 
Further information about the game and future updates are available at 
www.panzerleague.com. 
 
 
About  CipSoft 
CipSoft GmbH was founded in June, 2001 and arose from the success of Tibia, one of the world’s first 
MMORPGs. The game has enjoyed over 20 years of success. It was one of the first to employ a freemium or 
free-to-play model. As one of the oldest German game developers, the company today has a turnover of over 
eleven million Euros per annum and employs a staff of 90. By developing TibiaME, an adaptation for mobile 
platforms inspired by Tibia, CipSoft were the first to release an online role-playing game for mobile phones in 
2003, recognizing the potential of mobile midcore/hardcore titles early on. As a fully self-financed independent 
development studio, the Regensburg-based Cipsoft team make full use of their creative freedom and their 
extensive experience with online multiplayer games to forge new paths when further developing existing 
products as well as when introducing innovative new products to the market. 


